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1. overview on language (education) policy in Austrian HEI since the
1990s with a focus on university of Vienna
• What do the developments mean for linguistically inclusive HEIs?
• Which questions emerge in the background of a multilingual society?
2. Extension curriculum for multilingualism
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ECSPM Mission Statement

„Furthermore, it wishes to ensure that all students in Europe have the right to use
their mother tongue to access knowledge, to acquire literacies in their own language
and to learn two additional languages.“
https://ecspm.org/who_we_are/our-mission/
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1991 - 2001
Focus on University of Vienna (today 89.000 students,
largest university in the German speaking area)
• tendency to point to the lg political mission of HEI
• invitation to publish mission statements on
language(s)
• European Language Council (ELC; http://www.fuberlin.de/elc), Conference in Berlin in June 2001
(European Year of Languages): Workshop on language
policy at universities:„Universities have to become
players in the field of language policy and they have to
be recognized as such by politics, economy and the
labour market“

2001 - 2011
Foundation of Language Centres
2010, Wiener Appell für eine mehrsprachige Universität (scientific
advisory board): plurality of lg of science
• Education of language teachers accross languages (awareness, Innsbruck)
• development plan of the University of Vienna 2009: „selfconception as a
European University – strategies for fostering European multilingualism“,
for example: courses in languages other than German at BA-level,
encouraging students‘ from non-philological studies to learn, language
tandems
• Bologna reform (BA – MA, starting 2006) language political implication
•

elective courses (language learning) before Bologna: 100 modules with language
teaching/learning (24 hours French e.g.), after Bologna: 30 elective courses with
language related topics, language learning only in 15 EC
philological studies: risk of reducing target competence >> elimination of basic
courses, entry levels (Vienna: B1 French, Spanish and Italian A2), Graz and
Innsbruck A2 for French
U. of Economy: International Business Administration 3 > 2 lg (less lg learning,
lower competence)
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Implicit LPP

2011 - 2021
• Dissolution of the scientific board (Language Centre UV) in
2012
• Bologna in teacher education, Vienna: language specific
teacher education
• Development plan: no strategic mention of language(s)/
multilingualism
• Autonomy of universities >> increased heterogeneity
Language centres: elective courses for other study
programs (Salzburg, Graz but not in Vienna)
• variety of elective courses (interdisciplinary language
learning, ...)

Heterogeneous language
requirements for German

Different Costs

Language as a subject

2021 and beyond
Development plan 2028
• diversity of students as a ressource and challenge,
increase their chances (mentoring, training)
• For internationally oriented students: more MA
programs „rein englischsprachig“
• Internationalisation: increased mobility, preparation
for outgoings, remain attractive for incomings >>
English speaking program
• Doctoral schools primarily in English
• Administrative staff: English competence

Erasmus Project Buddy System
https://buddysystem.eu/en/the-project

Students (buddies and incomings) have improed their lg
proficiency: 75 %
92.38 % English, 4.75 % Spanish, 0.95 % French, 1.90 % German
(BS Handbook, 22).

“My buddy want to learn the more Korean word and I want to learn more
English, so always we talk, she use the Korean word and I use the English
word because we can understand both languages so we use both and she
used Korean and I use English and I think it’s so good development for
us.” (...) “I’d say 70 % Korean, 30 % English.” (BS Handbook, 43).

Implication
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing focus on German and English
International = English
Acquisition, status and prestige planning
Which languages are seen as a ressource?
Inclusive for whom?

Extension Curriculum „Multilingualism“
June 24 2021, University of Vienna

Individual and societal multilingualism: research foundations (12 ECTS)
• Language Teaching and Learning Research
• Language Policy and Planning
• Psycholinguistics
• Perspectives on Multilingualism
Transdisciplinary Approaches (3 ECTS)
• Arab, Persian, Somali
• ....
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Danke fürs Zuhören!
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